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IIn the midst of dramatic losses in global equity mar-
kets, on Jan. 22 the U.S. Federal Reserve surprised
traders with an unexpected inter-meeting 75-basis-
point (bp) fed funds rate cut. Then, only eight days

later at its regularly scheduled meeting, the Fed followed
up with another 50-bp rate cut at the conclusion of the
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting on Jan.
30, fulfilling widespread
expectations that another ease
would be enacted that day. 

While the dramatic 125-bp
easing in the funds rate to 3
percent might be the extra
shot in the arm needed to help
prevent the U.S. economy
from slipping into recession, it
has opened the door to ques-
tions about the market leading
the Fed. 

“125 basis points in a little
more than a week is nothing
we’ve seen from the Fed since
they began targeting the funds
rate,” notes Jonathan Basile,
economist at Credit Suisse. 

“A 30-percent reduction in
rates in just over a week means
the Fed is working in crisis
mode,” says Tim Rogers, chief
economist at Briefing.com. “It
seems odd that they did that
much. It seems that the fed
funds futures market and

equity markets are leading the Fed. And, presumably, the
Fed has a better idea of what is going on in the economy
than fed funds futures traders.” 

Did the Fed panic?
David Jones, president and CEO of DMJ Advisors, and a
Fed watcher with more than 30 years of experience on Wall

GLOBAL MARKETS
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Rate cuts, the economy, 
and the buck

In late January and early February, the euro/U.S. dollar pair was testing the 1.4900 level
for the third time since November. Although interest-rate differentials favor euro
strength, many traders and economists believe the European Central Bank cannot hold
off on cutting interest rates much longer.

FIGURE 1 — EURO/DOLLAR PAIR

Source: TradeStation

Are the markets leading the Fed?

BY CURRENCY TRADER STAFF
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Street, agrees. 
“Clearly, the Fed was being led by

the markets,” Jones says. “[This
approach won’t] satisfy the market  —
it will always call for more. The Fed
should not allow itself to be perceived
as always cutting for the markets.” 

Jamie Coleman, managing editor at
Thomas FX Hub adds, “The overall
tone of the market is fairly negative on
the Fed at the moment, [mostly] on a
communication standpoint. The tim-
ing [of the Jan. 22 ease] is suspect. It
looks like they panicked.”

U.S. traders were frozen out of the
action on Jan. 21, as U.S. markets were
closed for the Martin Luther King hol-
iday. But traders watched as overseas
equity markets collapsed, seemingly
amid concerns that U.S. weakness
would spread globally. The Fed
stepped in on Jan. 22 presumably to
offer liquidity, stability, and confi-
dence to the deteriorating market situ-
ation. 

Rogers notes that while the Fed
stepped in on Jan. 22 in response to the
large, unexpected declines in overseas
equity markets, in hindsight, the
declines were tied to a rogue trader at
a French bank. 

He is referring to news a Sociétié
Générale (Soc Gen) trader had built up
a $73-billion position that generated a
$7-billion loss for the bank. The
unwinding of those bad trades was
widely seen as a major factor behind
the tumble on European bourses on
Jan. 21. 

“It turned out a day or two later that
the big panic [in European equities]
was the Soc Gen debacle,” says
Coleman. “There was no coordination
between central banks. [Fed Chairman
Ben] Bernanke was out of the loop or
the ECB was out of the loop.” 

Differing views
Although Bernanke favors a collegial
approach to policy making, public dis-
sent has emerged over the latest policy
decisions — a departure from the
Greenspan era, when a united front
was generally presented. 

St. Louis Fed President William
Poole dissented at the Jan. 22 meeting
as he favored that the committee wait
until the scheduled meeting and
Dallas Fed President Richard Fisher
dissented on Jan. 30 as he was not in
favor of additional ease at that time.
Other members dissented at the
October and December 2007 meetings,
which has led some market analysts to
voice concerns about an uncoordinat-
ed team. 

“[For] a group that decides some-
thing as important as monetary policy,
you want a united team,” Rogers says.
“It seems to suggest there is no clear
objective and there is no unified direc-
tion — that Bernanke is a little more
reckless [than Greenspan].”

Different approaches 
to inflation 
Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, the
European Central Bank (ECB) is focus-
ing its attention elsewhere. On Jan. 31,
the European Union's official statistics
agency Eurostat released news that the
annual consumer price increase in the
Eurozone reached a record 3.2 percent
in January, up from December’s 3.1
percent rise, which is a preliminary
estimate. This is significant as the ECB
defines price stability as an inflation
ceiling below 2.0 percent. European
central bankers expressed concerns
about the jump but also said the data
was not a surprise given the rising
global food and energy prices. Market
watchers say current actions highlight
the differing approaches of the U.S.

Federal Reserve and the ECB right
now. While the Fed has slashed the
federal funds rate 125 bp in less than
two weeks amid efforts to stave off
recession, the ECB remains firmly
focused on the threat of inflation. The
ECB has left interest rates unchanged
at 4.00 percent since June 2007, despite
recent cuts by the U.S. Federal
Reserve, the Bank of England, and the
Bank of Canada. 

The two central banks actually have
differing mandates, which may under-
lie their current postures. While the
Fed has a dual mandate of supporting
growth and controlling inflation, the
ECB has only one mandate: to keep

continued on p. 10
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prices steady. Following its mandate,
the ECB has been on the record with
extremely hawkish comments in
recent weeks and months, and has fol-
lowed up with steady monetary poli-
cy. Nonetheless the market is expect-
ing a rate cut from the ECB in the sec-
ond quarter, as expectations are the
weakening U.S. economy will trickle
over into the already weakening
Eurozone growth picture. Jones says
most people feel the ECB will eventu-
ally have to cut, despite its hawkish
talk. 

While “the fear is the Fed is paying
no attention to inflation, the ECB is 180
degrees the other way: the sole focus is
on inflation,” explains Thomson FX
Hub’s Coleman. 

However, “given that the Fed has
responded aggressively [to concerns
regarding economic weakness], they
are really taking a gamble, because
consumer inflation is high,” says

Michael Woolfolk, senior currency
strategist at the Bank of New York
Mellon. “Their assumption is that
inflation will moderate on weaker
growth.”

The latest U.S. core PCE reading,
which measures prices paid by indi-
viduals, revealed a 2.7-percent jump in
the fourth quarter. That measure is
known to be one of the Fed’s favorite
indicators, but their traditional “com-
fort zone” tends to be 1-2 percent on an
annualized basis. 

Shifting back across the Atlantic, the
ECB is set to meet next on Feb. 7, but
market expectations are for steady pol-
icy. When asked if a rate cut was pos-

sible this soon in light of recent
European inflation numbers, David
Powell, currency strategist at
Ideaglobal responded: “No, not a sin-
gle person in the world expects them
to cut rates. The market expects a 25-
basis-point cut in June and then anoth-
er in September. Nobody expects a cut
next week.” 

U.S. and the “R” word
Lots of talk has been bandied around
in the financial media in recent weeks
about recession. Some analysts say it is
better to assume a recession started in
December, which will conclude
around midyear. Others say the econ-
omy will narrowly skirt recession,
while others say it’s just semantics. 

Recently released 2007 fourth quar-
ter U.S. gross domestic product (GDP)
data plunged from 4.9 percent in the
third quarter to a mere 0.6-percent
increase in the fourth quarter. 

“The domestic economy ground to a
halt in the fourth quarter,” Credit
Suisse’s Basile says. 

While the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER) is the
independent organization that “offi-
cially” calls the start and end of reces-
sions in the U.S., there is generally a
lag before it makes its proclamation. 

Some economists define a recession
as two consecutive quarters of nega-
tive economic growth, but Jones says
the NBER uses a looser definition.

“Recession happens if a significant
decline in economic activity spreads
across the country and lasts more than
a few months,” he says.

According to that definition, Jones
says the U.S. had already entered a
recession in December, which he
expects to continue through August —
an eight-month contraction. That com-
pares to a typically referenced 10-
month average. 

“The latest moves in housing, the
labor market, and concerns regarding
tighter credit are all working against
the economy,” Basile says. “It looks
like we are in the midst of a slowdown
and it will be growing pretty slow in
the first half.”

“It’s semantic whether we are there
or not,” Coleman adds. “It is certainly
a very slow growth period.” 

One wild card is the government’s
economic stimulus plan. In late
January the House of Representatives
passed a $146-billion package of tax
breaks for consumers and businesses,
and the plan is now under debate in
the Senate. Quick passage of a package
is widely expected in this election
year. 

Wachovia economists expect the
U.S. economy to narrowly skirt a
recession, with forecasts of 1-percent
growth in the first half, ratcheting up
to 2 percent or more in the second half. 

“The fiscal stimulus package should
add one percent,” says Mark Vitner,
senior economist at Wachovia. 

Monetary and fiscal policy
should hit midyear
The combination of nearly $150 billion
in fiscal stimulus, plus aggressive
monetary policy easing could begin to
support the economy midyear, some
economists say.

“Fed easing typically affects the
economy nine months after it occurs,”
Rogers says.  

The U.S. Fed started the current eas-
ing cycle in September 2007 with a 50-
bp reduction in the fed funds rate (to
4.75 percent). Additional 25-bp cuts

GLOBAL MARKETS continued
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“A 30-percent rate reduction in just over a week

means the Fed is working in crisis mode.” 

— Tim Rogers, chief economist at Briefing.com
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followed in October and December
2007. 

“[A rebound] could occur midyear,”
Rogers says. “The housing sector lifts,
we have $150 billion floating in, and
the Fed easing hits.” 

What does it mean 
for the dollar?
Many currency strategists see a poten-
tial turning point for the dollar
midyear, which should coincide with
the expected impact of U.S. monetary
and fiscal policy stimulus. That should
also match up with expected ECB rate
cuts, which would begin to narrow the
interest-rate differential between the
U.S. and the Eurozone. 

“The ECB will start cutting rates
about the time the Fed is done,”
Wachovia’s Vitner says. 

Most analysts expect additional
monetary easing at the March and
April FOMC meetings, which could
tug the federal funds rate down as low
as 2.5 percent. As long as the U.S.
avoids recession, most Fed watchers
expect that to be the bottom of the cur-
rent easing cycle. 

John Shin, G-10 currency strategist
at Lehman Brothers, says additional
euro strengthening is possible in the
first half. But in the second half, he
says the ECB will cut rates and we’ll
start to see the U.S. dollar post a mod-
erate increase into year-end.

Lehman targets year-end rates at
$1.40 for euro/dollar. Lehman fore-
casts 2008 GDP growth at 1.5 percent
for the Eurozone, down from an esti-
mated 2.7-percent GDP in 2007. 

Near-term forex action
Figure 1 shows the euro/dollar has
been flirting with the $1.49/1.50 barri-
er for the third time since late
November. Since hitting $1.49 on Nov.
23, the euro tested that level on Jan. 15
and most recently on Feb. 1. Will the

third time be the charm for a move to
$1.50?

“I’m not impressed with euro/dol-
lar trade above $1.49,” Coleman says.
“It is not able to hold those levels.” 

Coleman points to the presence of
heavy barrier options at the $1.50
level. 

“When there are barrier options
clustered at a particular level, it is usu-
ally a range trading sort of structure,”
he says.

Coleman also notes the psychologi-
cal significance of the $1.50 number. 

“It is one of the big round numbers
— markets love them,” he says. “They
tend to have a magnetic effect on
price.” 

However, he says there is a lot of
two-way action around big, round
numbers. Near term, Coleman sees the
potential for a quick rally through the
$1.50 barrier, but he does not expect it
to be long lasting. His advice: Take
profits on the approach of $1.50. 

Hot trades?
Vassili Serebriakov, FX analyst at
4CAST Inc., sees a change for forex
traders in 2008. 

“I think 2008 is not going to be about
straightforward plays like the carry
trade or a simple short bet on U.S. dol-
lar weakness,” he says. “It’s going to
be about relative-value trades.”

4CAST Inc. is forecasting aggressive
and early rate cuts by the ECB. While
most of the market expects a June rate
cut, 4CAST Inc. expects a 25-bp cut at
the March meeting, which would tug
the repo rate to 3.75 percent. 

“In terms of rate cuts, the euro does-
n’t have much priced in,” Serebriakov
notes. “The ECB has been consistently
hawkish thru the credit turmoil, but
we think they will not be able to avoid
cutting rates.”

This could present interesting
opportunities in various euro cross

rates, according to Serebriakov. 
“There is an argument the euro

crosses are quite expensive,” he says,
citing the euro/Swiss (EUR/CHF) and
euro/Aussie (EUR/AUD). “If the ECB
comes in with rate cuts faster than the
market expects, the euro could weaken
vs. the Swiss franc and the Aussie.”

Shifting back to the greenback, most
currency analysts seem to agree that a
midyear U.S.-dollar turnaround is
likely, with a decline in the euro/dol-
lar pair (UR/USD) to the 1.40 level by
year-end. 

However, no one has a crystal ball. 
“We know what the risks are,”

Credit Suisse’s Basile says. “It is just a
matter of time to see how the cycle
plays out.”�

http://www.mta.org
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The day after the Jan. 21 Martin Luther King
national holiday in the U.S. — a day when
global stock markets melted down approxi-
mately 5 to 7 percent — the Federal Reserve

cut the fed funds rate a whopping 75 basis points (bp),
which was the first 75-bp cut since 1984. At the time of the
announcement (around 8:20 a.m. ET), stock index futures
were down a lot, essentially predicting the U.S. stock mar-
ket would tumble 5 to 7 percent, too. 

The Fed cut rates to enhance the probability of a short
and shallow “drive-by recession.” The announcement’s
“emergency” timing, though, has to be connected to the
global stock market crashes the day before. In short, the Fed

seemingly cut rates to avert a really bad day on Wall Street.
As a nod to stock market woes, the Fed may have added an
additional 25 bp to the 50 bp already priced in by the mar-
ket for the scheduled meeting a week later on Jan. 29-30. 

Because an emergency inter-meeting rate cut — and such
a big one — is not consistent with what we know about cen-
tral bank attitudes toward asset markets, we have to won-
der what the Fed knows (or suspects) that the rest of us do
not. And if the Fed is so concerned about equity prices,
what is its level of concern for the dollar?

There are some clues in the data that lead us to a bal-
anced perspective on why the Fed acted as it did and what
it means for the dollar over the next few weeks and months.

A really dire condition
The global stock market melt-
down was put into motion by fear
that a recession in the U.S. would
reduce sales and earnings by sup-
pliers everywhere in the world.
Fear was especially pronounced
in Japan and India. Fear of reces-
sion in the U.S. was already influ-
encing the prices of the most high-
tech of high-tech stocks in the
Nasdaq, an irrational outcome. 

The index chosen for the U.S. is
the Dow Jones Wilshire 5000
(DWC), which encompasses just
about every U.S. stock not on the
pink sheets (Figure 1). Former Fed
Chairman Alan Greenspan
expressed a preference for this
index, although it is not what
most people think of when they
say “the stock market” because it
is so broad. 

As of Jan. 18, the Wilshire was
down 15.8 percent from its
October peak. Similarly, the
Eurotop 300 and the Nikkei 225

ON THE MONEY

Fundamentals 
lead the charts

The Fed has been accused of pandering or even panicking in the wake of its drastic rate cuts. 

But there’s a method to their “madness,” and lower interest rates could, 

ironically, be bullish for the dollar.

BY BARBARA ROCKEFELLER

The Dow Jones Wilshire 5000 (DWC) includes the vast majority on non-pink sheet
U.S. stocks. As of Jan. 18 the index was down 15.8 percent from its October peak.

FIGURE 1 — DOW JONES WILSHIRE 5000

Source: Data from Reuters Online, charts from MetaStock by Equis

http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20080122b.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/press/monetary/20080122b.htm
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were falling, seemingly in sync
with the U.S. market. The Nikkei
225 was down 27 percent from its
February 2007 peak to the Jan. 21,
2008 close. A drop of 20 percent or
more is generally considered a
“bear market.” 

The MSCI Asia Pacific Index
was down 24 percent from its
November peak. Figure 2 shows
three important Asian stock
indices: the Bombay Sensex
(India), the Hang Seng (Hong
Kong), and the Shanghai
Composite (China). On Jan. 21
each of these indices opened gap
down, suggesting additional loss-
es to come. The Hang Seng index,
already down 31 percent from its
October peak, is populated by sea-
soned traders who have seen
opening down gaps and giant
declines (e.g., the Asian financial
crisis of 1997), but a large propor-
tion of the traders in the Bombay
and Shanghai markets are new-
comers and amateurs, including
Japanese retail traders. The Bombay
market fell 11 percent within seconds
of the opening bell and trading had to
be suspended for an hour. 

Both Asia and Europe were techni-
cally in a bear market and it’s fair to
say the Fed cut rates to prevent the
U.S. from following suit. The Fed
statement does not mention stock
prices, since the Fed — like most cen-
tral banks — believes that it should
not meddle in the conduct of free
markets. 

Nonetheless, Fed officials can read
a chart as well as the next guy. Figure
3 shows the three main U.S. stock
indices: The S&P 500 (SPX), the Dow
Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), and
the Nasdaq Composite (COMP.X). It
was already clear in December a sup-
port line was going to be tested. 

Because fear of a U.S. recession is
generally acknowledged as the sole
trigger for the global stock meltdown,
the U.S. is “responsible” for all these
indices hitting the skids. Now let’s
consider two things we think we

The Bombay Sensex index (India), Hang Seng index (Hong Kong), and the Shanghai
Composite index (China) gapped down on Jan. 21. With both Asia and Europe 
technically in bear markets, the argument can be made the Fed cut rates to prevent
the U.S. from following suit.

FIGURE 2 — ASIA STOCK INDEX MELTDOWN

Source: Data from Reuters Online, charts from MetaStock by Equis
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know about the Fed. The first is
that the Fed does not consider
itself the “responsible” party for
stock market performance. No
single party is responsible.
Responsibility lies with the multi-
tude of participants. That’s its
beauty and its curse. The curse
part comes from the overall
inability of the masses to judge
price vs. value. 

The second thing is the Fed can
control only one thing — the fed
funds rate. Its reach over a wider
swathe of maturities is indirect
and weak. That doesn’t mean it
neglects the longer maturities in
its considerations. In fact, the
yield on the 10-year note is almost
certainly its real aim. 

The Fed’s true goal
Any rescue of the stock market,
let alone global markets, was
never the Fed’s first goal — even

if the Monday crisis did influence its
timing. Its real goal is to keep longer-
term rates at a yield that represents
good value to global investors. 

Stock market meltdowns are bad
for bonds in this regard. Flight capital
raises prices and depresses yield.
From a peak of 5.251 percent last June
14, the yield on the 10-year T-note
sank to less than 3.25 percent on Jan.
22 as the global stock market crisis
unfolded. Because the fed funds rate
was at 4.25 percent at the time, this
represented a special type of yield-
curve inversion. Even after the Fed
cut rates 75 bp, the fed funds was still
yielding more than the 10-year T-
note. 

Equally important, headline CPI
inflation in November was 4.1 per-
cent. The implication is the 10-year
bond is delivering a negative real
return, with “real” meaning “after
inflation” (Figure 4). The all-time
Treasury-yield low is 3.083 percent
from June 2003. The correlation
between yield and the dollar index is
far from perfect—you get a better cor-
relation using the yield differential

Charts of the three main U.S. stock indices — the S&P 500 (SPX), the Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA), and the Nasdaq Composite (COMP.X) show it was 
apparent in December that support was going to be tested.

FIGURE 3 — BACK IN THE USA

Source: Data from Reuters Online, charts from MetaStock by Equis
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with the German Bund, for
which data is not readily avail-
able. But the connection is pret-
ty clear: The dollar falls as yield
falls. Bond traders call that a
rally because as yield falls,
prices rise. However, if you are
a foreign investor — and the
U.S. depends increasingly on
foreign investors in Treasuries
— you may be gaining with one
hand (bond price) but losing
with the other (currency level). 

Just as we cannot expect a
stock market decline to stop on
a dime, we can’t expect a bond
market rally to stop on a dime,
either. 

Bond yields stop falling
when several conditions are
met. First, the recession has
actually arrived and its end is in
sight. Second, the central bank
is perceived as having reached
the lowest short-term rate it will
tolerate. Third, inflation fear over-
comes recession fear. 

Because the financial sector has a
long way to go to disclose all the ugly
news about losses on badly packaged
and improperly rated debt, we can’t
expect an end to the stock market
drop and the bond market rally until
the end of the first quarter after all
companies have reported. And since
we can’t trust what financial institu-
tions are telling us, the end probably
will not come until the end of the sec-
ond quarter (June). 

We should assume the Fed wants
the 10-year bond yield to reflect a
basic rate of return, historically 2.5
percent, plus a premium for expected
future inflation, say 2.70 (based on the
TIPS spread with regular Treasuries),
or 5.1 percent. When the actual yield
is down around 3-3.25 percent, the
only reason for foreign investors to
buy U.S. paper is fear that other paper
(such as foreign stocks) is worse. This
is not a healthy reason to be on the
receiving end of foreign capital
inflows, and it opens the U.S. to a

The 10-year T-note fell below 3.25 percent on Jan. 22. With the fed funds rate at 4.25
percent at the time, even after the Fed cut rates by 75 bp, the fed funds was yielding
more than the 10-year note. Also, with the November CPI number at 4.1 percent, the
implication is the 10-year bond has a negative real (after-inflation) return.

FIGURE 4 — TROUBLE FOR TREASURIES

Source: Data from Reuters Online, charts from MetaStock by Equis
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charge of “manipulating” global capital markets even
though the Fed has no actual control over anything other
than short-term rates. 

Critics are sure to say the Fed was in panic mode by cut-
ting 75 bp on an inter-meeting basis. But in light of its true
goal of lightening the inflow to Treasuries, and thus pre-
venting the yield from falling to ridiculous (and unsus-
tainable) low levels, it was doing the world — and the dol-
lar — a favor. 

The key criterion
The Fed has another reason to want short-term rates lower
than long-term rates. This is classically how banks make
money — on the spread. Also, banks still need to recapi-
talize, despite having written down so much bad paper
and bringing in new investors (a total of $69 billion so far
from sovereign wealth funds and a few rich individuals).
Banks need to recapitalize to polish off whatever remains
of toxic investment, but also to stay ahead of the upcom-
ing expected surge in consumer defaults. 

The Fed gave this clue in a subtle way. Its statement
read: “While strains in short-term funding markets have
eased somewhat, broader financial market conditions
have continued to deteriorate and credit has tightened fur-
ther for some businesses and households.” Any economist
worth his salt will zero in on the statement that “credit has
tightened.” 

In fact, just a few days before the Fed rate cut, Business
Week ran a story on the “tapped out consumer.” Banks are
setting aside reserves for credit-card and other consumer
debt it expects to go south. Five banks alone — Citigroup
($3.3 billion), JP Morgan Chase ($2.3 billion), Wells Fargo
($1.4 billion), American Express ($440 million) and Capital
One ($650 million) — are reserving $8.09 billion. Citigroup
says it is raising credit card rates to protect itself from late
payments. The Business Week article indicates banks will
not lower consumer credit rates no matter what the Fed
does. 

The consumer is the engine of the U.S. economy. With
housing prices yet to finish dropping and consumer cred-
it drying up, the Fed is right to worry about deteriorating
sentiment and market activity. This situation is no differ-
ent from any other financial sector crisis, including the
Asian financial crisis of 1997 that started in Thailand or the
1989 crisis in Japan that started with a stock market crash
and ended in a decade-long depression. This is the
inevitable outcome of over-leveraging coupled with lax
credit standards — banks always have to recapitalize. 

Of course the charge can be thrown at the Fed that by
cutting rates and cutting them a lot, it is only inspiring a
new bubble characterized by over-leveraging. The previ-
ous rate-cut cycle that took the fed funds rate down to 1
percent is blamed (correctly) for causing the housing bub-
ble in the first place. That various agencies including the
Fed were lax in their regulatory duties is not incidental,
though. The point is the U.S. economy depends on lever-
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age to a greater extent than any
other economy in the world.
Starting the re-leveraging process is
the Fed’s only hope of averting a
bank recapitalization-caused reces-
sion. 

This is what the Fed knows that
we don’t: The need to recapitalize
banks is absolute. The $69 billion in
new sovereign wealth fund capital
already acquired is not enough.
Citigroup, for example, plans a pub-
lic issue that will carry the same 7.25
percent preferred dividend yield
given to one of its new sovereign
fund investors. How much new cap-
ital do the banks need? What is the
right number? You can bet the Fed
has an estimate, even if no one else
does. It cannot stop cutting rates
until the bank recapitalization
process is nearing completion.
Again, this is unlikely to occur
before the end of the second quarter
on June 30. Bank losses may be hun-
dreds of billions larger if bond insur-
ance companies (like AMBAC, MBIA,
and others) fail to deliver insurance
proceeds and/or go bankrupt, requir-
ing a government bailout of their own,
as now seems likely, as a result of
improperly rated paper.

Where is the ECB?
The Eurogroup and European Central
Bank (ECB) seem to be continuing to
spout the party line that price stability
is the best gift the establishment can
make to growth. This may mean they
perceive no need for bank recapitaliza-
tion in Europe, or that they think the
European economy is sufficiently
insulated (de-coupled) from the U.S.
that recession is only a remote possi-
bility. 

As of late January, the ECB had not
planned any rate cuts, although mar-
ket commentators are nearly unani-
mous in their opinion it will have to
retreat from this position. Similar to
when the Fed was dragging its heels
and refusing to cut rates for whining
stock operators, the ECB is stubbornly
resisting what it sees as inflationary
damage to the economy for the sake of
structural soundness. Observers

worry that the ECB has its head in the
sand. 

For all anyone knows, the ECB may
be correct believing that European
banks do not need recapitalization.
But is that really the most probable
outcome? The euro is vulnerable to an
ugly shock. Forex traders perceive it
this way. It’s necessary to take a bear-
ish dollar stance when we see U.S.
bond yields falling for some months to
come, but at the same time, it may pay
to be vigilant for a euro downside
breakout on fresh financial sector
structural news. 

It will be interesting to see if
European banks can garner $69 billion
from sovereign wealth funds in a mat-
ter of weeks, too. At a guess, lack of
confidence in the management of the
Eurozone financial sector will weigh
on the euro, and we could see 1.4150
before we see 1.5150 (Figure 5). If what
we have is a double top, we could see
a break of the neckline at 1.4311 to a 50
percent retracement at 1.4168 — if the
ECB does have its head in the sand
and if a banking sector crisis devel-
ops.�

For information on the author see p. 6.

Lack of confidence in the Eurozone financial sector could weigh on the euro.

FIGURE 5 — WHITHER THE EURO?

Source: Data from Reuters Online, charts from MetaStock by Equis
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The cottage industry of economists and finan-
cial journalists often comes up with post-hoc
explanations for economic phenomena, using
words and phrases which, after a while, lose

much of their original significance. Examples last year
included “yen carry trades” and “risk aversion.” Now the
word “recession” has once again joined the ranks of over-
used and poorly defined jargon. 

There does not appear to be a universally accepted defi-
nition of recession. Historically in the U.S., the end of the
business cycle was called a depression or crisis. In fact, it
appears the words recession and depression were largely
interchangeable. Among the earliest uses of the word reces-
sion applied to the business cycle was in the Economist
(1929), but after the devastation of the Great Depression in
the 1930s, economists and politicians wanted to distinguish
a temporary and relatively shallow decline in economic
activity from the kind of collapse that occurred then. 

Depressing recessions
A frequently cited definition of recession is two consecutive
quarters of contracting GDP. There are many problems with
such a definition. There are, for example, other variables
that economists, policy makers, and investors should take
into account, such as employment. Also, quarterly data
might not be timely enough to detect short downturns in
activity. 

In the U.S., the official arbiter of recessions is the National
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER). The NBER, which
defines a recession as a “significant decline in economic
activity spread across the economy, lasting for more than a
few months,” looks at a number of economic variables,
including employment, industrial output, real income, and
wholesale and retail sales. It dates the start of a recession at
the peak of business activity, and the end of the recession
and beginning of an expansion when business activity bot-

toms. This helps explain why the NBER’s recession dating
has such large lags. 

One of the most remarkable developments few people
seem to appreciate is the U.S. business cycle has become
flatter and longer than in the past. This phenomenon may
have numerous contributing factors, such as better invento-
ry management, capital-market flexibility, and the increas-
ing importance of the service sector. 

The U.S. economy has experienced only five quarters of
negative growth in the past 17 years and seven quarters of
negative growth in the past quarter century.

The usual suspects
Two main culprits are often cited as causes for economic
downturns. First are external developments, such as the oil
shocks in the 1970s or the first Gulf War in the early 1990s.
The second is the Federal Reserve. Both seem exaggerated.
Certainly, external variables can tip the economy over, but
only, it seems, if it is already vulnerable. 

Look at the oil shock of recent years. Pundits have
claimed virtually every $10 increase over $40/barrel was
economically intolerable. The U.S. economy expanded at a
0.6-percent pace in Q4 2007. That puts growth in the sec-
ond-half 2007 near 2.75 percent  — one most industrialized
countries would envy. In 2001, the U.S. was emerging from
the business downturn just as many had expected the
exogenous shock of 9/11 to drive it into a recession. 

ON THE MONEY
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The Federal Reserve is often accused, especially in some
political quarters, of triggering economic downturns by set-
ting monetary policy too tight for too long (i.e., hiking inter-
est rates or keeping them high). When he was much
younger and under the influence of Ayn Rand
(http://www.aynrand.org), former Federal Reserve
Chairman Alan Greenspan seemed sympathetic to such a
view. 

But the historical record suggests
otherwise. The business cycle existed
long before the Federal Reserve was
created (1913). It seems illogical to
blame recessions on the very institu-
tion created to mitigate them. As
observed above, recessions have
become rarer over the past 25 years. 

The causes of business cycles are the
subject of much debate. One camp
argues the seeds of an economic
downturn are planted during the
expansionary phase. Another camp
says the end of the business cycle is
caused by factors outside the business
cycle. Much ink has been spilled in
defense and criticism of each camp.
Suffice to say, it looks as if business
cycles are like people in that they can
die of old age as well as by murder. 

Coming in for a landing
The combination of aggressive Federal
Reserve rate cuts and Washington’s
fiscal stimulus would suggest officials
believe a recession has begun, even
though in the middle of January, Fed
Chairman Ben Bernanke assured
Congress a recession was not the Fed’s
base forecast. The media also seems to
be playing up the recession story. 

Although a recession might seem
like a forgone conclusion, it is not —
no matter how loud the talking heads
on TV scream about it or how many
times the press flaunts the “R” word.
In fact, because of the lack of an
agreed-upon definition of recession in
real time, it may be more fruitful to
think about what kind of landing is in
store for the U.S. economy: Will it be
short and shallow or long and deep?

The case for a long and deep down-
turn is clear. Although there certainly
were observers who had been playing

up the risk of a hard landing for the U.S. economy before the
end of last year, such a dire prognosis was limited to a vocal
minority. What really caught the market’s imagination were
three economic reports for the month of December: a weak
jobs report, a drop below the 50 boom/bust level by the ISM
manufacturing report, and a decline in retail sales. 

continued on p. 20
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Subsequently other data has pointed to a hard landing.
There is the evidence, including the Fed’s own survey of
senior lending officers, of tightening credit conditions.
Through December, leading economic indicators declined
for three consecutive months (another recession rule of
thumb). The wealth effect of falling equities — by Jan. 22
nearly $2 trillion of market capitalization disappeared since
the start of the year — and falling home prices are addi-
tional shocks to the system. 

Of course, these developments are following the series of
negative shocks that include the rise in oil, gasoline, and
heating oil prices. The housing market remains depressed.
Corporate profits have been crushed and financial interme-

diaries have reported more than $100 billion in
write-downs, losses, and loan-loss reserves.
Through Jan. 24 the S&P 500 companies that have
reported Q4 earnings had a 45-percent average drop
in profits.

Greenspan has opined the risks of a U.S. recession
have increased to better than 50 percent, but there is
a reason why he told the Financial Times that “the
hard data that we are in a recession is by no means
conclusive.”  

For instance, an accumulation of excess invento-
ries, which often proceeds an economic downturn,
does not seem present now. Automakers dramati-
cally reduced inventories in the fourth quarter and
this would seem to minimize the need to cut pro-
duction in Q1 2008. Overall business inventories are
relatively low compared to sales; the inventory-to-
sales ratio is at the lower end of a multi-year range. 

Weekly initial jobless claims have been much
lower than one would expect if the U.S. economy
were contracting. In fact, the strength of this admit-
tedly noisy data series suggests U.S. job growth

rebounded in January. Also, job growth could be four times
greater than the 18,000 reported in December, which is sub-
ject to revisions. A net rise of around 100k in non-farm pay-
rolls would single-handily take the recession talk down a
notch or two. That said, job losses in the construction, cred-
it intermediation, and real estate sectors are poised to con-
tinue. 

Noted economist Martin Feldstein, who heads the NBER,
has long warned that the U.S. was likely headed for a reces-
sion. He had been an early advocate of a fiscal stimulus
plan. However, he argued that although a plan should be
drawn up, it should not be implemented until private sec-
tor jobs fell three consecutive months. Private sector pay-

The U.S. dollar might be weak, but certain measures indicate it
is severely undervalued vs. other key currencies, including the
euro, pound, and yen.

FIGURE 1 — U.S. DOLLAR

Source: TradeStation
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rolls fell in December for the first time since mid-2003. A
job-growth rise would also suggest hard-landing talk may
be a bit ahead of itself. 

Money, money, money
Past hard landings for the U.S. economy have often taken
place when monetary policy is tight. This does not seem to
be the case now. The Fed began cutting
rates nearly five months ago and real
rates (i.e., adjusted for inflation) are
below zero. This applies to the fed
funds rate and to nearly the entire U.S.
Treasury curve. It is not just the price
of money that suggests a loose Fed
policy, but also the supply of money
(M2), which has accelerated in recent
months. 

The money markets, which had
experienced a major disruption, are
gradually and haltingly recovering.
The yield spread between U.S. T-bills
and the London Interbank Offered
Rate (LIBOR) has tightened dramati-
cally. In late January, the three-month
spread was near 105 basis points (bp)
from a peak in mid-September of 160
bp. The spread averaged just below 40
bp in the first half of 2007. 

The three-month LIBOR rate has
sustained a break below the fed funds
yield for the first time since mid-2003.
In addition, the beleaguered asset-
backed commercial paper market that
contracted sharply in the last third of
2007 grew steadily though January. 

The premium that U.S. investment-
grade corporations have to pay on top
of Treasury yields has trended higher:
At around 330 bp on some benchmark
industry indices, the premium is the
highest since late 2002. However,
because of the tremendous rally in
Treasuries, the absolute yield that cor-
porate America has to pay has fallen.
In the two weeks up to Jan. 18, invest-
ment grade corporations raised $50
billion in bond sales at the lowest
yields since last April. 

The U.S. dollar remains weak, even
though it has stabilized in recent
weeks against most of the major cur-
rencies (Figure 1). According to data
from the Organization of Economic
Cooperation and Development

(http://www.oecd.org), the U.S. dollar is well below its
purchasing power parity level, which is the level econo-
mists say currencies gravitate to in the long run. The OECD
calculation suggests the euro is overvalued by as much as
27 percent vs. the dollar, and the British pound is almost 30
percent overvalued. By this measure, the dollar is about 14

continued on p. 22
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percent undervalued against the Japanese yen. 
U.S. exports have been expanding at a double-digit year-

over-year pace, with only one exception last year
(February). In recent quarters, the net export function has
contributed nearly as much to U.S. growth as residential
construction has subtracted from it. 

While leading economic indicators have fallen for three
consecutive months, the coincident indicator (a measure of

contemporary conditions) rose in both November and
December after being flat in October. This would suggest
that if the U.S. economy is contracting, it did not begin to do
so in December. And thus even before the purported eco-
nomic contraction began, the Fed had slashed interest rates
by 100 bp in the last four months of 2007 and delivered a
dramatic 125 bp cut in the month of January. 

Although there has yet to be a final agreement, the gov-
ernment is moving toward authorizing a fiscal stimulus
package which, as currently constructed, may help boost
the economy at the margins in the second half. (There have
been some reports that the Senate may not be fully aboard
the White House-House of Representatives deal, but given
the political cycle, the risk seems to be for a larger package
rather than a smaller one.)

Risk assessment
To be sure, there remain a number of destabilizing forces
that could reinvigorate the financial shock, which in turn
could deliver the economy another body blow. Default and
delinquencies among credit worthy borrowers (non-sub-
prime) are rising. The rot is also spreading outside of the
mortgage sector, to home-equity loans, credit cards, and
auto loans. Deteriorating labor market conditions could
lead to additional debt stress and credit restriction in a
vicious cycle. 

There are also powerful potential knock-ons that could
emanate from the downgrades of the bond insurers. Nearly
$2.5 trillion worth of bonds have guarantees or insurance
wrappers. The credit rating of Ambac, one of the larger
insurers, was cut two notches by Fitch Ratings on Friday,
Jan. 18. Some observers link the global equity market col-

lapse the following Monday to this downgrade. Major
Asian equity markets plummeted hours before a large
French bank began unwinding the fraudulent trades that
captured the headlines a few days later. 

Reports suggest that banks hold more than $800 billion of
structured securities. Moody’s Investor Services and
Standard and Poor’s are reviewing Ambac and MBIA
(another large insurer) for possible downgrades. The dete-
rioration in quality, and therefore the value, of the insur-
ance may require banks to add to their loan-loss reserves
and write-downs. 

Municipal bond markets may also feel the pressure from
bond-insurance depreciation. The monolines insure tens of
billions of dollars of municipal, local, and state govern-
ments. Slower growth will squeeze local government
finances as it lowers tax revenue just as counter-cyclical
spending increases and the housing market slide takes its
toll. 

For example, California — the largest U.S. municipal-
bonds seller with almost $50 billion outstanding — was
placed on credit watch for a possible downgrade in mid-
January by Fitch Ratings. In November 2007, S&P reduced
California’s outlook to stable from positive (an A+ rating).
Moody’s rates California A1, which is similar to S&P’s A+,
and only Louisiana has a lower rating among the 50 states. 

Eyes wide open
The situation is continuing to evolve. Investors should
monitor labor market developments closely. This may be
the key to the real economy going forward. Financial mar-
ket conditions should also be watched carefully. If banks
continue to tighten lending standards, it is imperative that
the capital markets function normally and that liquidity
spreads continue to return to recent historic averages.

A housing market stabilization would arguably go a long
way toward helping sentiment improve. No less than the
maestro himself, Alan Greenspan, suggested in late January
that “we may be close to the point where actual sales levels
are starting to bottom” and the “sooner we get to stabiliza-
tion” of the housing sector the better for the overall econo-
my. He also recognized recession risk had increased, but he
located the economy “clearly at the edge.” If this assess-
ment is accurate, then policy developments may hold the
key. 

Given the monetary and fiscal stimulus in the pipeline
and the fact that real interest rates and inventory levels are
already quite low, there still seems to be good reason to
expect the economic slow down to be short and shallow
rather than long and deep. �

For information on the author see p. 6.
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I s there any way to objectively
estimate the length of trades or
different types of price runs? 

After a dramatic and volatile
upsurge from early 2006 to late 2007,
the Australian dollar/U.S. dollar pair
(AUD/USD) settled into a consolida-
tion in early 2008 (Figure 1). 

One starting point for developing a
trading style is to simply gather basic
statistics to build a database of typical
market behavior. From there, you can
form guidelines for testable strategies
— essentially moving from trading on
a whim to following a plan.

For example, one technique is to buy
short-term declines if the market is in
an uptrend. The idea is the major trend

will reassert itself and a profitable trade will ensue. But
what constitutes a countertrend move? If a market is in a
downtrend, what is a reasonable expectation for a rally to
sell against? Categorizing this type of past price behavior
is the first step for designing trading rules.

This analysis breaks down the Aussie dollar/U.S. dollar
pair from Dec. 1, 2003 (72.84 closing price) through Nov.
30, 2007 (88.47 closing price), during which time the USD
lost over 21 percent relative to the Australian dollar. 

We’ll determine a range of price behaviors — the num-
ber of consecutive higher highs, lower highs, higher lows,
lower lows, and combinations with higher and lower clos-

TRADING STRATEGIES

Historical performance stats can be used to develop 

strategies based on observed market patterns.

BY CURRENCY TRADER STAFF

Short-term trends
in the AUD/USD pair

FIGURE 1 — AUD/USD, WEEKLY

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

The review covered four years — the first half basically consisted of a broad
trading range and the second half included an overall upward trend with one
significant correction spanning July and August 2007.

TABLE 1 — DAY-TO-DAY UP MOVES VS. DOWN MOVES

The table indicates a slight bias toward upward price
action; statistics in the top half of the table are higher than
the bottom.

HH HL HH+HC HH+HL+HC

532 583 398 335

50.96% 55.84% 38.12% 32.09%

LL LH LL+LC LL+LH+LC

450 340 309 258

43.10% 32.57% 29.60% 24.71%

http://www.cqg.com


es — as well as other price patterns.
Figure 1 shows a weekly chart of the

review period; the analysis was per-
formed using daily sessions. The chart
shows a number of up- and down-
trends, but overall the AUD has been
strong relative to the USD.

Tabulating up 
and down moves
Tables 1 and 2 detail the AUD/USD’s
basic daily price range behavior, help-
ing us understand typical vs. excep-
tional moves (outliers) and to see if the
longer-term trend had an effect. 

Table 1 (top half) shows the number
of times price had back-to-back days
with higher highs (HH), higher lows
(HL), higher highs and higher closes
(HH +HC), and higher highs, higher lows, and higher clos-
es (HH+HL+HC).

Table 1’s bottom half lists the number of times price had
back-to-back days with lower lows (LL), lower highs (LH),
lower lows and lower closes (LL +LC), and lower lows,
lower highs, and lower closes (LL+LH+LC).

Table 1 indicates an upward bias in the data. There were
7.86 percent more back-to-back days with higher highs than
lower lows. The percentage of higher lows was substantial-
ly higher than lower highs (55.84 percent vs. 32.57 percent).
Back-to-back higher highs and higher closes occurred more
than back-to-back lower lows and lower closes (38.12 per-
cent vs. 29.60 percent). 

Finally, the LL+LH+LC combination occurred 24.71 per-
cent of the time, while the HH+HL+HC combination

occurred 32.09 percent of the time.
Table 2 contains a breakdown of the frequency and

length of AUD/USD price runs. The “No. of days” row
shows the number of sessions that met the criteria. For
example, the first two values in the first column tell us there
were 19 runs of seven consecutive higher closes (or more). 

To determine how many times there were runs of exactly
two consecutive higher closes (rather than two or more),
subtract the number of three-day runs in this category (149)
from the number of two-day runs (290). Therefore, the mar-
ket closed higher exactly two days in a row 141 times.  

The top half of Table 2 shows how many times the
AUD/USD pair made runs of consecutive higher closes
(HC) two to seven days long. The market closed higher

continued on p. 26

FIGURE 2 — QUITE A RUN

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

Here is one example of the pair closing with nine consecutive higher closes.
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TABLE 2 — CONSECUTIVE HIGHER HIGHS AND HIGHER LOWS

The market closed 19 times with seven consecutive higher closes, an unusually high number. This indicates a tendency for this pair
to trend higher on a closing basis at times.

HC HH+HC HH+HL+HC

No. of days 7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2

Count 19 27 43 77 149 290 2 6 15 39 89 183 0 1 5 22 63 142

Percentage 1.82% 2.59% 4.12% 7.38% 14.27% 27.78% 0.19% 0.57% 1.44% 3.74% 8.52% 17.53% 0.00% 0.10% 0.48% 2.11% 6.03% 13.60%

LC LL+LC LL+LH+LC

No. of days 7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2 7 6 5 4 3 2

Count 1 4 11 35 88 206 1 3 5 14 42 120 1 3 5 14 38 102

Percentage 0.10% 0.38% 1.05% 3.35% 8.43% 19.73% 0.10% 0.29% 0.48% 1.34% 4.02% 11.49% 0.10% 0.29% 0.48% 1.34% 3.64% 9.77%

http://www.cqg.com
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TRADING STRATEGIES continued

TABLE 3 — BREAKING DOWN THE NUMBERS

The AUD/USD’s one- to five-day price action during the analysis period is shown in total as well as one-year increments.

Overall D1 LUM LDM D2 LUM LDM D3 LUM LDM D4 LUM LDM D5 LUM LDM
Avg 0.02% 0.53% -0.60% 0.04% 0.74% -0.81% 0.06% 0.90% -0.97% 0.08% 1.05% -1.11% 0.10% 1.17% -1.23%
Med 0.05% 0.43% -0.45% 0.13% 0.64% -0.61% 0.17% 0.77% -0.73% 0.21% 0.89% -0.81% 0.23% 1.00% -0.90%
STD 0.68% 0.40% 0.50% 0.96% 0.54% 0.73% 1.17% 0.65% 0.90% 1.34% 0.75% 1.03% 1.50% 0.84% 1.14%

12/1/2003-11/30/2004
Avg 0.03% 0.59% -0.74% 0.06% 0.86% -1.01% 0.08% 1.06% -1.21% 0.11% 1.24% -1.38% 0.13% 1.40% -1.53%
Med 0.09% 0.46% -0.56% 0.20% 0.73% -0.74% 0.29% 0.92% -0.87% 0.30% 1.16% -0.98% 0.35% 1.35% -1.10%
Max 1.78% 2.04% 0.00% 2.70% 2.80% 0.00% 3.33% 3.45% 0.00% 3.75% 3.79% -0.03% 3.79% 4.16% -0.03%
Min -2.60% 0.00% -3.51% -4.08% 0.00% -4.81% -5.05% 0.00% -5.81% -4.86% 0.00% -5.81% -4.60% 0.00% -5.81%
STD 0.81% 0.47% 0.58% 1.18% 0.62% 0.88% 1.41% 0.74% 1.08% 1.57% 0.84% 1.20% 1.76% 0.94% 1.30%

12/1/2004-11/30/2005
Avg -0.02% 0.47% -0.57% -0.03% 0.65% -0.77% -0.04% 0.78% -0.93% -0.05% 0.90% -1.06% -0.06% 1.00% -1.18%
Med 0.00% 0.41% -0.47% 0.05% 0.54% -0.69% 0.00% 0.70% -0.79% -0.01% 0.79% -0.90% 0.05% 0.90% -0.97%
Max 1.62% 1.78% -0.03% 2.18% 2.30% -0.05% 2.54% 2.65% -0.05% 2.82% 2.99% -0.05% 2.73% 2.99% -0.05%
Min -2.14% 0.00% -2.88% -2.51% 0.00% -3.16% -3.13% 0.00% -3.89% -3.49% 0.00% -4.14% -3.89% 0.00% -4.86%
STD 0.59% 0.36% 0.39% 0.83% 0.48% 0.53% 1.04% 0.59% 0.67% 1.18% 0.66% 0.77% 1.29% 0.71% 0.86%

12/1/2005-11/30/2006
Avg 0.03% 0.48% -0.50% 0.05% 0.66% -0.67% 0.07% 0.80% -0.79% 0.08% 0.92% -0.89% 0.11% 1.03% -0.97%
Med 0.05% 0.42% -0.39% 0.11% 0.56% -0.53% 0.13% 0.68% -0.66% 0.19% 0.81% -0.70% 0.17% 0.90% -0.78%
Max 1.37% 1.57% -0.04% 2.01% 2.29% -0.05% 2.61% 2.90% -0.05% 2.74% 3.00% -0.05% 3.06% 3.34% -0.05%
Min -1.53% 0.00% -1.71% -2.30% 0.01% -2.74% -2.82% 0.01% -3.14% -3.06% 0.01% -3.38% -3.06% 0.01% -3.38%
STD 0.55% 0.33% 0.35% 0.77% 0.45% 0.49% 0.94% 0.54% 0.58% 1.09% 0.62% 0.67% 1.24% 0.71% 0.74%

12/1/2006-11/30/2007
Avg 0.05% 0.56% -0.58% 0.09% 0.79% -0.79% 0.14% 0.97% -0.95% 0.19% 1.13% -1.10% 0.23% 1.28% -1.23%
Med 0.09% 0.48% -0.40% 0.20% 0.68% -0.52% 0.31% 0.80% -0.60% 0.40% 0.94% -0.66% 0.46% 1.05% -0.73%
Max 2.28% 2.49% 0.00% 2.76% 3.61% -0.07% 3.39% 3.93% -0.07% 3.92% 4.42% -0.07% 4.12% 4.68% -0.08%
Min -3.93% 0.00% -4.71% -5.47% 0.00% -6.49% -6.03% 0.00% -8.11% -6.31% 0.00% -8.93% -6.85% 0.00% -9.20%
STD 0.75% 0.40% 0.59% 1.02% 0.57% 0.89% 1.24% 0.68% 1.11% 1.47% 0.79% 1.29% 1.65% 0.90% 1.45%

TABLE 4 — BETTER STATISTICS

To determine whether market declines represent opportunities, the median price action was compared to 1) the entire the analysis peri-
od, 2) the final 12 months of the review period (Dec. 1, 2006-Nov. 30, 2007), 3) two-day LL+LH+LC runs, 4) a decline of more than
1.34 percent on an extreme basis (close to the minimum low for two following sessions), and 5) a combination of 3 and 4.

Count Day 1 LUM LDM Day 2 LUM LDM Day 3 LUM LDM Day 4 LUM LDM Day 5 LUM LDM

Overall 0.05% 0.43% -0.45% 0.13% 0.64% -0.61% 0.17% 0.77% -0.73% 0.21% 0.89% -0.81% 0.23% 1.00% -0.90%

12/1/06-11/30/07 0.09% 0.48% -0.40% 0.20% 0.68% -0.52% 0.31% 0.80% -0.60% 0.40% 0.94% -0.66% 0.46% 1.05% -0.73%

2-day LL+LH+LC 258 0.02% 0.49% -0.48% 0.09% 0.68% -0.62% 0.12% 0.79% -0.76% 0.18% 0.89% -0.82% 0.25% 1.01% -0.90%

2-day 1.34% drop 159 0.01% 0.52% -0.52% 0.08% 0.73% -0.70% 0.06% 0.93% -0.82% 0.27% 1.06% -0.94% 0.33% 1.26% -1.04%

Combination 102 0.01% 0.50% -0.52% 0.03% 0.69% -0.69% 0.04% 0.83% -0.83% 0.19% 1.00% -0.95% 0.18% 1.13% -0.97%
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seven consecutive sessions 19 times
(1.82 percent) — a high statistic. The
same statistics are detailed for consec-
utive higher highs and higher closes
(HH+HC) and higher highs, higher
lows, and higher closes
(HH+HL+HC).

Figure 2 shows that following the
close on Sept. 18, 2007, the market
climbed and closed higher nine times
in a row, which counts as three times
the market closed higher seven con-
secutive times. But, there were no
combinations of seven consecutive
higher highs and higher closes in this
particular run. The market only closed
with three consecutive higher highs
and higher closes once, and also
closed once with four consecutive
higher highs and higher closes.

The bottom half of Table 2 presents
statistics for two- to seven-day runs of
consecutive lower closes (LC), lower
lows and lower closes (LL+LC), and
lower highs, lower lows, and lower
closes (LH+LL+LC).

Comparing the top and bottom
halves of Table 2 reveals a similar pat-
tern from Table 1: an upside bias to the
price action. Only two categories from
the bottom half of the table — the six
and seven consecutive occurrences of
LH+LL+LC — edged out the counter
part conditions for a bullish trend. The
five consecutive occurrences tied with
the bullish pattern.

Figure 1 supports this bullish bias
— it shows weekly upward trends that
tended to not overlap much of the pre-
vious weeks’ trading action, such as
during the latter part of 2004, the sec-
ond quarter of 2006, and during 2007.  

Size of price moves
Table 3 lists the percentage size of
moves one to five days long for the
entire review period and in 12-month

increments. The average, median,
maximum, minimum, and standard
deviations are included for the close-
to-close change for each period (D1,
D2, etc.), the largest up move (LUM),
and largest down move (LDM). See
“Understanding the tables” for more
information about these figures. 

For example, for the entire analysis
period, the average two-day close-to-
close change was +0.04 percent, the
largest two-day close-to-close gain
was +2.76 percent (Dec. 1, 2008 to Nov.
30, 2007) and the worst two-day close-
to-close change was -5.47 percent
(during the same period). The largest
two-day up move was 3.61 percent
and the largest two-day down move
was -6.49 percent during that period.

The 2004 and 2007 periods were
unusually volatile — the standard
deviation statistics are for the most
part larger than the other two periods’
standard deviation statistics.    

Over the entire review period the
Australian dollar gained against the

continued on p. 28

Understanding Tables 3 and 4

Table 3 summarizes the price behavior for 
one- to five-day periods, showing the average,
median, maximum, and minimum price changes
from: 

1. The closing price from one day to the 
closing price of the next day (“D1,  D2, 
etc.”).

2. The closing price from one day to the 
next day’s highest high (largest up 
move, or “LUM”).

3. The pattern’s closing price to the next 
day’s lowest low (largest down 
move, or “LDM”).

Also included are the standard deviations (StD)
for the close-to-close changes and the percentage of times the close-to-close
change was positive (“% > 0”). 

The accompanying graphic shows the close-to-close moves, LUMs, and
LDMs from the initial bar to the two subsequent bars. 

http://www.gfsforex.com
http://www.gfsforex.com/us/gfc/championship.htm
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U.S. dollar. Let’s see  if the informa-
tion from Table 3 can provide insight
as to what the market did following
pullbacks — or “pull-ups” — within
this trend. 

Bull market strategy
Because the trend was up, comparing
market action following a decline
may reveal the basis for a trading
setup. Table 4 compares the median
price move statistics from Table 3 for
1) the entire the analysis period, 2) the
final 12 months of the review period
(Dec. 1, 2006-Nov. 30, 2007), 3) two-
day LL+LH+LC runs, 4) a decline of
more than 1.34 percent on an extreme
basis (close to the minimum low for
two following sessions), and 5) a com-
bination of 3 and 4.

“Short-term trends in the USD/CAD pair”
Currency Trader, January 2008.
Analyzing runs in the USD/CAD pair highlights correction
patterns that can help time trades in the direction of the
trend.

“Runs and pullbacks in the pound-dollar pair”
Currency Trader, December 2007.
Finding out how often the GBP/USD rate makes multi-day
runs of higher or lower highs, lows, and closes leads the
way toward figuring out how to trade pullbacks in this pair.

“Is forex a ‘trendy’ market?”
Currency Trader, October 2007.
Think currencies trend better than other markets? This
analysis may surprise you.

“New Zealand dollar trading numbers”
Currency Trader, June 2007.
Detailed analysis of the “kiwi” dollar’s trading tendencies
and characteristics.

“Dollar-yen trading tendencies”
Currency Trader, April 2007. 
The dollar-yen’s trading characteristics are examined on
daily and intraday time frames.

“Deciphering the British pound” 
Currency Trader, March 2007. 
The British pound has been a volatile — and mostly bullish
— currency in recent months. Find out how it trades from
day to day.

“Dollar-Canada by the numbers”
Currency Trader, January 2006. 
As the only purely North American major currency pair, the
dollar-Canada rate occupies a unique position. We break
down its short-term performance to reveal daily and intraday
tendencies. 

“Euro/yen: Tips and tendencies”
Currency Trader, December 2006.
Euro/yen by the numbers: Stats and tendencies for short-
term forex players. 

“Breaking down the euro” 
Currency Trader, November 2006. 
Studying the euro’s daily and intraday performance statistics
offers guidelines for systematic and discretionary traders. 

You can purchase and download articles at 
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm

FIGURE 3 — ONE- TO FIVE-DAY RETURNS

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

The returns for the Dec. 1, 2006 to Nov. 30, 2007 period were better than any of
the pullback rules. 

Related reading

http://www.cqg.com
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm


The 1.34-percent drop was chosen
because the median two-day LDM was
-0.61 percent and the standard devia-
tion was 0.73 percent, therefore a two-
day drop larger than 1.34 percent was
significant.

Figure 3 shows what happened
using the average close-to-close
returns over the following five ses-
sions for each rule; the effect of the
Dec. 1, 2006 to Nov. 30, 2007 uptrend is
evident. The average returns for that
period far outweigh the average
returns for the entire analysis period,
the two rules, and the combined rules.

While we know in hindsight the
market was in an uptrend, let’s review

the Dec. 1, 2006 to Nov. 30, 2007 period
with the same two pullback rules and
the combination rule. Table 5 details
this period and Figure 4 shows the
average returns.

Both Table 5 and Figure 4 show
greater returns for each category
(except D2) by using one or both of the
rules.  

Again, we know the market was in
an uptrend during the review period,
but the improvement in the returns by
using a pullback for the setup for
entries leads to the conclusion that fur-
ther research should include some
study that identifies the trend as up or
not.

Buy low, sell high
Here, the statistical analysis of market
action led to key information:
Knowing the trend identified
improvement in returns using a simple
pullback strategy for entering into
long positions. This concept is part of
the classic rule of buy low and sell
high, but only if the trend is up.�
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TABLE 5 — DEC. 1, 2006 TO NOV. 30, 2007 RETURNS

The two rules and the combination rule were applied to see if returns improved. Overall, returns were better using one or a combination
of the rules. 

Count D1 LUM LDM D2 LUM LDM D3 LUM LDM D4 LUM LDM D5 LUM LDM

12/1/06-11/30/07 0.09% 0.48% -0.40% 0.20% 0.68% -0.52% 0.31% 0.80% -0.60% 0.40% 0.94% -0.66% 0.46% 1.05% -0.73%

2-day LL+LH+LC 42 0.11% 0.65% -0.37% 0.13% 0.85% -0.45% 0.35% 0.89% -0.54% 0.40% 1.03% -0.55% 0.56% 1.20% -0.55%

2-day 1.34% drop 37 0.28% 0.70% -0.53% 0.09% 0.96% -0.77% 0.29% 1.18% -0.81% 0.77% 1.26% -0.81% 0.83% 1.53% -0.85%

Combination 19 0.49% 0.73% -0.46% 0.09% 1.02% -0.77% 0.29% 1.14% -0.79% 0.39% 1.14% -0.79% 0.63% 1.14% -0.79%

FIGURE 4 — DEC. 1, 2006 TO NOV. 30, 2007 RETURNS USING 
PULLBACK RULES

Source: CQGNet (http://www.cqg.com)

The returns for every category improved by using a pullback rule
except on day 2.

http://www.cqg.com
http://www.rsofhouston.com


ADVANCED STRATEGIES

Mutual fund investors
and the dollar

Currency moves may be determined  partially by the relative returns on assets between two

economies, but there are probably better ways to gauge those returns than mutual fund flows.

BY HOWARD L. SIMONS

Approximately 95 percent of investors and
traders identify themselves as contrarians.
An equally approximate and complementa-
ry 5 percent  actually comport themselves in

a contrarian manner. 
Have you yet to hear a self-important financial swami get

up on television and declare, “Yeah, I run with the herd. Get

a hunch, buy a bunch — you know the drill: I buy when
everyone else is buying and sell when everyone else is sell-
ing. How else do you propose I keep a 1-percent manage-
ment fee on other people’s money?”

Even more remarkable are the number of services who
sell information based on the premise your fellow human
beings are dolts. These include private sentiment surveys,

brokerages tallying up their clients’
positions, and even official readings
such as the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission’s weekly Com-
mitments of Traders (COT) reports.

The Investment Company Institute
(ICI) collects data on flows into and
out of mutual funds. Similar data exist
for exchange-traded funds (ETFs), but
as the mutual fund data have a longer
history and are not changing as rapid-
ly as the ETF data, we will confine our-
selves to the mutual fund flows below. 

What determines flows?
A presumption derived from herding
behavior is, flows follow performance:
Investors are scared to buy at market
lows and then come storming in well
after a bullish move is underway. 

This seems so apparent on the face it
scarcely warrants a cocked eyebrow. A
corollary should apply to factors
affecting markets as well: In the case of
the dollar, we should have every rea-
son to expect American investors to

Both U.S. and world stock funds enjoyed massive net inflows during the late
1990s bull market, while U.S. stock funds were dumped in mid-2002.

FIGURE 1 — MONTHLY FLOWS INTO EQUITY MUTUAL FUNDS
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keep their funds parked at home when
the dollar is strong and chase foreign
assets higher when a declining dollar
is making them more expensive.

The net monthly flows for the four
categories of U.S. and world stock and
bond funds provide both confirmation
and denial of the “flows follow per-
formance” maxim (Figure 1). Both cat-
egories of stock funds clearly enjoyed
massive net inflows during the late
1990s bull market, while U.S. stock
funds were sold with abandon in mid-
2002. 

However, as we will see here, U.S.
investors resumed buying world equi-
ty funds but not domestic equity funds
during the 2003-2007 bull market.

Moreover, buyers of domestic bond
funds were aggressive in mid-2002
and again in 2006-2007 (Figure 2). The
first period corresponded to a bull
market in bonds and a bear market in

stocks; the latter occurred in precisely
the opposite environment. This curso-
ry examination indicates we can make
no blanket statements on the order of
“flows follow performance.”

Seasonality
Monthly data are certainly driven by
seasonal factors and can be noisy.
While the flows into U.S. bond funds
are not statistically seasonal, the flows
into world bond funds and both U.S.
and world equity funds are seasonal.
The average monthly factors shown in
Figure 3 contain some surprises.
(Note: These factors are divisors; num-
bers greater than 100 percent indicate
seasonal strength while numbers less
than 100 percent indicate seasonal
weakness.)

Remember the January Effect — that
supposed slam-dunk trade of small

continued on p. 32

Domestic bond fund buyers were aggressive in mid-2002 and again in 2006-
2007. The first period corresponded to a bull market in bonds and a bear 
market in stocks; the latter occurred in precisely the opposite environment.

FIGURE 2 — MONTHLY FLOWS INTO BOND MUTUAL FUNDS

http://www.cmsfx.com
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stocks rising in January? Net flows
into world equity funds exhibit a pro-
nounced January Effect; the seasonal
factor here is 150.7 percent. Net flows
into world equity funds decline into
July and remain weak through the
remainder of the year. Net flows into
U.S. equity funds are strongest in April
and November and weakest in
August, while net flows into world
bond funds are strongest in February
and decline into October.

Interestingly, while these flows are
seasonal, neither any major currency
nor the dollar index has statistically
significant seasonality. 

Sum like it hot
While we could use the seasonally
adjusted series to eliminate some of
the distortions, a 12-month rolling sum
of net flows produces a high signal-to-
noise ratio and eliminates some of the
artificial distinctions produced by
flows at the end or beginning of
months: 

This measure produces a very dis-
tinct pattern. U.S. fund investors shift-
ed their flows very heavily into U.S.
markets during the 2001-2002 bear
market and then abandoned it, never
really to return (Figure 4). As the total
return of the S&P 500 rose fairly steadi-
ly from 2003 onward, U.S. equity fund
investors sent their dollars overseas.
As noted earlier, flows did not follow
performance.

Next, let’s compare this same rolling
sum ratio to the dollar index (Figure 5).
As the dollar rallied (particularly
against the euro) in 2000-2002, U.S.
equity investors eschewed the oppor-

ADVANCED  STRATEGIES continued

U.S. fund investors shifted their flows very heavily into U.S. markets during the
2001-2002 bear market and then abandoned it, never really to return. But as the
S&P 500 rose fairly steadily from 2003 onward, U.S. equity fund investors sent
their dollars overseas.

Net flows into world equity funds exhibit a pronounced January Effect; flows
decline into July and remain weak through the remainder of the year. Net flows
into U.S. equity funds are strongest in April and November and weakest in
August, while net flows into world bond funds are strongest in February and
decline into October.

FIGURE 3 — LOOK WHERE THE REAL JANUARY EFFECT IS

Σ U.S. flows1
12

i=l

Σ U.S. flowsi
12
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i=l+
=

Rolling
sum 
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FIGURE 4 — U.S. STOCK MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS STAYED AWAY
FROM 2003-2007 RALLY



tunity to swap the greenback for for-
eign shares. Once the dollar’s 2002-
2004 decline began, U.S. equity
investors began buying increasingly
expensive foreign shares. 

Restated, the American equity
mutual fund investor stayed away
from a domestic rally and paid up for
foreign stocks after the bear market
ended in 2002. There’s really nothing
good to say about this observed
behavior.

Bond flows
The situation for bonds is appreciably
different. If we construct the same
sort of rolling 12-month sum ratio as
we did for stocks, we find there was

continued on p. 34

As the dollar rallied in 2000-2002, U.S. equity investors didn’t swap the greenback
for foreign shares. And once the dollar’s 2002-2004 decline began, U.S. equity
investors began buying increasingly expensive foreign shares.

FIGURE 5 — U.S. STOCK MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS CHASE 
DOLLAR PERFORMANCE
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“Currencies and U.S. stock-sector returns” 
Currency Trader, January 2008.
This exhaustive analysis challenges some common 
assumptions about the relationship between currency moves
and stocks.

“Japanese inflation and the yen” 
Currency Trader, November 2007.
A look behind Japan’s plan for the yen.

“Interest-rate shocks and currency moves” 
Currency Trader, October 2007.
Short-term interest rates are typically cited as the prime 
catalyst of currency moves. This study puts that idea to the
test.

“Stock shocks and the dollar” 
Currency Trader, September 2007.
Want to know what really happens to currencies after big
stock market moves?

“Currencies and Federal Reserve trade weights”
Currency Trader, July 2007.
The theory that a weaker dollar makes U.S. goods and 
services more competitive abroad sounds nice, but the 
facts argue otherwise.

“Why currency traders should be humbler” 
Currency Trader, May 2007.
A close look at the historical returns of professional currency
traders is not for the faint of heart.

“The stronger real: Don’t blame it on Rio” 
Currency Trader, April 2007.
Lessons from past markets shed light on the possible future
of Brazil’s high-flying currency.

“Comparing the major euro cross rates” 
Currency Trader, March 2007.
Europe’s two major non-euro currencies — the British pound
and the Swiss franc — reflect the growing new currency
regime.

“Mexican peso: Who’s your padre?” 
Currency Trader, February 2007. 
The peso is one of several “emerging currencies” that have
been gaining popularity. Find out about the key factor that
has propped up the currency — which could disappear in a
flash.

“The new iron cross” 
Currency Trader, January 2007. 
The long history of the D-mark/pound and now the
euro/pound offers many lessons about economic policies
and currency fluctuations.

“Howard Simons: Advanced Currency Concepts, Vol. 1”
A discounted collection that includes many of the articles
listed here.

You can purchase and download past articles at 
http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm.

For the most part, the U.S. bond fund investor is indifferent to performance changes,
as measured by the total return on the Merrill Lynch index of A-rated corporate and
government bonds. Funds do not follow performance one way of the other.

FIGURE 6 — U.S. BOND MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS GLOBAL
INVESTING PATTERNS INDIFFERENT TO RETURNS

Related reading
Other Howard Simons articles:

only one period of distortion: dur-
ing the early phases of the Federal
Reserve’s 2004-2006 rate-hike cam-
paign (Figure 6). Some of the ratios
went off-scale and are marked on
the charts with green bars.

The U.S. bond fund investor acts
indifferent to changes in perform-
ance as measured by the total
return on the Merrill Lynch index
of A-rated corporate and govern-
ment bonds. Funds do not follow
performance one way or the other.

We can reach the same conclu-
sion with respect to the dollar index
(Figure 7). During the trough of the
dollar’s late-2004 sell-off, net

ADVANCED STRATEGIES continued

http://www.activetradermag.com/purchase_articles.htm


inflows into U.S. bond funds
turned negative. This reversed
quickly, and the previous stasis
was restored.

While currency movements are
determined in part by relative
prospective returns on assets
between two economies, mutual
fund flows appear to be a poor
way of measuring those returns.
Other metrics, such as forward-
looking price/earnings ratios or
yield-curve shapes do a better job
in this regard.�

For information on the author see p. 6.

During the bottom of the dollar’s late-2004 sell-off, net inflows into U.S. bond funds
turned negative. This reversed quickly, however.

FIGURE 7 — U.S. BOND MUTUAL FUND INVESTORS DID NOT 
CHASE DOLLAR LOWS

http://www.ibfxu.com
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INDUSTRY NEWSCURRENCY NEWS

Since their first currency-
related exchange-traded
fund (ETF) was listed in

December 2005, Rydex Invest-
ments’ CurrencyShares ETFs have
grown in popularity.

There are eight ETFs trading on
the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE), each representing a sepa-
rate currency fund. The most recent
addition, a Japanese yen trust,
began trading in early 2007. Table 1
shows the symbols for these ETFs
and the currencies they represent.

Owning shares of a Cur-
rencyShares ETF represents owner-
ship of a fractional amount of cur-
rency contained in a corresponding fund. The total amount
in the fund remains constant. The fluctuations in the cur-
rency value compared to the U.S. dollar cause the ETF price
to move up and down.

The ETFs’ prices are affected by the same factors that
cause rates in the currency markets to shift: economic
developments, currency restrictions, and local interest
rates. 

An advantage is the monthly distribution of profits from
interest: Because the currency funds are held in their respec-
tive country, each fund earns interest at that country’s cur-
rent rate. The profit from these interest rates is converted
back into U.S. dollars. In the event the profit exceeds the
0.4-percent expense ratio charged by Rydex, the
remainder is returned to the stockholders on a pro-
rata basis, usually as a credit to their brokerage
accounts. 

Since the distributions are wholly dependent on
constantly shifting interest and exchange rates, a
return is not guaranteed. As shown in Table 1,
seven of the eight ETFs paid out distributions in
January from profits earned in December. Japan’s
nearly negligible interest rates return little profit
and therefore do not exceed Rydex’s sponsorship
fee.

Unlike stock dividends, these ETF stocks are not
divided and then dispensed among the
CurrencyShares ETF stockholders. Each stock
always represents the same amount of money rela-
tive to its fund no matter what the distributions are.

Rydex’s intention is to let investors take advan-
tage of forex movements and diversify their portfo-

lios. But Steve Sachs, trade director at Rydex, says the com-
pany was surprised to see the ETFs used by money man-
agers of large institutions unable to trade in currencies.

Figure 1 shows how currency-ETF trade volume has
increased since the euro trust began trading more than two
years ago. Although Sachs said there is nothing new on the
horizon, more currency funds could emerge in the future,
including the Chinese yuan.

While very active traders are not likely to benefit from
the monthly distributions, these ETFs offer another way to
trade the forex market. For the longer-term investor, they
provide a chance to capitalize on shifting currency values
and earn a modest monthly payout.�

Another way to play

Currency ETFs gain popularity
BY CHRIS PETERS

The January distributions for the Rydex CurrencyShares ETFs are based on the
profits earned on interest in December.

TABLE 1 — MONTHLY DISTRIBUTIONS

Source: Rydex

30-day avg. 
Date of vol. prior to Distribution 

Symbol Currency inception declaration amount

FXA Australian dollar 6/21/06 84,976 $0.37314/share

FXB British pound 6/21/06 46,844 $0.81130/share

FXC Canadian dollar 6/21/06 108,803 $0.28281/share

FXE Euro 12/8/05 193,303 $0.40216/share

FXY Japanese yen 2/12/07 282,247 $0/share

FXM Mexican peso 6/21/06 7,414 $0.40315/share

FXS Swedish krona 6/21/06 15,874 $0.42995/share

FXF Swiss franc 6/21/06 75,085 $0.08869/share

Trade volume has risen steadily since the first ETF was 
introduced in late 2005.

FIGURE 1 —AVERAGE DAILY VOLUME

Source: Rydex
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This information is for educational purposes only. Currency Trader provides this data
in good faith, but assumes no responsibility for the use of this information. Currency
Trader does not recommend buying or selling any market, nor does it solicit orders to
buy or sell any market. There is a high level of risk in trading, especially for traders
who use leverage. The reader assumes all responsibility for his or her actions in the
market.

LEGEND:
E-symbol: Ticker symbol.
Volume: 30-day average daily volume, in thousands.
OI: 30-day open interest, in thousands.
10-day move: The percentage price move from the close 10 days ago to today’s close.
20-day move: The percentage price move from the close 20 days ago to today’s close.
60-day move: The percentage price move from the close 60 days ago to today’s close.
The “% rank” fields for each time window (10-day moves, 20-day moves, etc.) show the
percentile rank of the most recent move to a certain number of the previous moves of the
same size and in the same direction. For example, the % rank for 10-day move shows
how the most recent 10-day move compares to the past twenty 10-day moves; for the 20-
day move, the % rank field shows how the most recent 20-day move compares to the

CURRENCY FUTURES SNAPSHOT 
as of Jan. 29

The information does NOT constitute trade signals. It is intended only to provide a brief synopsis of each market’s
liquidity, direction, and levels of momentum and volatility. See the legend for explanations of the different fields. 

past sixty 20-day moves; for the 60-day move, the % rank field shows how the most recent
60-day move compares to the past one-hundred-twenty 60-day moves. A reading of 100%
means the current reading is larger than all the past readings, while a reading of 0% means
the current reading is lower than the previous readings. 
Volatility ratio /% rank: The ratio is the short-term volatility (10-day standard deviation of
prices) divided by the long-term volatility (100-day standard deviation of prices). The %
rank is the percentile rank of the volatility ratio over the past 60 days.

Managed money: Barclay Trading Group’s 
currency trader rankings for December 2007
Top 10 currency traders managing more than $10 million 

as of Dec. 31, ranked by December 2007 return.
2007 

Rank Trading December YTD $ Under
(millions) advisor return return mgmt. 

1. Harmoney Invest. Mgrs. (ProFund FX) 6.99 31.44 46.7M

2. Spot Forex Mgmt. (Zurich) 4.40 -20.81 15.0M

3. Bank Sal. Oppenheim (Figaro Currency) 2.89 4.82 31.7M

4. Wallwood Consultants (Forex) 2.45 12.20 10.0M

5. Hyman Beck (FastTrac) 2.41 8.55 37.9M

6. Spot Forex Mgmt. (Geneva) 2.20 -11.25 28.2M

7. Harmonic Capital (Gl. Currency) 2.11 6.95 N/A

8. MIGFX Inc (Institutional) 1.97 31.09 26.5M

9. Rhicon Currency Mgmt (Strategic) 1.86 11.65 210.0M

10. IKOS CIF (Currency) 1.62 4.88 1430.8M

Top 10 currency traders managing less than $10 million and more than 
$1 million as of Dec. 31, ranked by December  2007 return.

1. New World Cap'l Mgmt (MS Currency) 14.00 205.26 1.3M
2. Galleon Strategic Mgmt (FX Cannon) 12.15 97.35 2.7M
3. Spot Forex Mgmt. (Lausanne) 8.80 -36.86 1.0M
4. UMJ Tekniko Fund 5.62 3.07 5.0M
5. Elite E Services (FXV1) 5.05 67.96 2.5M
6. MIGFX Inc (Retail) 2.77 56.42 8.3M
7. DynexCorp Ltd. (Market Sentiment) 2.12 -5.33 4.0M
8. Swing Capital (FX) 1.85 12.65 1.0M
9. H3 Global Advisors (Currency) 1.63 38.75 2.8M
10. Black Flag (Gl. Macro) 1.55 20.12 1.0M

Source: Barclay Hedge (http://www.barclayhedge.com)

Based on estimates of the composite of all accounts or the fully funded subset method. 
Does not reflect the performance of any single account.
PAST RESULTS ARE NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE PERFORMANCE.

The Barclay’s Currency Traders Index fin-
ished 2007 on a high note and has carried
that momentum into 2008.

The CTI, which is comprised of 114
managed money programs (currency
futures and spot forex), started out the
year with a 2.47-percent gain in January —
just a little less than it gained in all of 2007,
its first positive year since 2004. The index
has had only four losing years since being
launched in 1987, although two of them
came in 2005 and 2006.

All seven of Barclay’s indices began the
year with positive months, with the bench-
mark commodity trading advisor (CTA)
index up 7.6 percent.

The Barclay BTOP FX Index, which
tracks the largest currency trading pro-
grams, was not as fortunate in the year’s
opening month. The index fell 1.23 percent
in January, closing at 1,017.63.

The index closed 2007 at 1,033.09 after
reaching a monthly high of 1,038.75 on
Dec. 12. The all-time high of 1,053.60 was
set in late July. �

Pit 10-day move / 20-day move / 60-day move / Volatility 
Market E-symbol symbol Exchange Volume OI % rank % rank % rank ratio/rank
Eurocurrency 6E EC CME 153.8 166.9 -0.73% / 57% 0.23% / 0% 1.72% / 19% 0.26 / 50%
Japanese yen 6J JY CME 117.5 163.1 0.99% / 0% 4.97% / 71% 7.62% / 93% 0.15 / 7%
British pound 6B BP CME 62.7 80.4 1.68% / 100% -0.22% / 7% -4.54% / 95% 0.30 / 25%
Swiss franc 6S SF CME 45.4 64.8 -0.22% / 100% 2.73% / 38% 5.63% / 71% 0.16 / 3%
Australian dollar 6A AD CME 42.9 65.1 -1.21% / 71% 1.67% / 44% -5.09% / 100% 0.30 / 57%
Canadian dollar 6C CD CME 39.3 76.7 1.64% / 75% -2.13% / 33% -5.56% / 88% 0.36 / 80%
Mexican peso 6M MP CME 21.0 86.7 0.58% / 75% 0.55% / 38% -1.66% / 57% 0.25 / 50%
U.S. dollar index DX ICE 3.8 29.7 0.01% / 13% -1.35% / 36% -0.83% / 7% 0.33 / 88%
New Zealand dollar 6N NE CME 2.4 20.8 -1.44% / 78% 0.78% / 32% 0.29% / 5% 0.34 / 80%
E-Mini eurocurrency ZE CME 1.4 1.7 -0.73% / 57% 0.23% / 2% 2.01% / 23% 0.27 / 60%

Note: Average volume and open interest data includes both pit and side-by-side electronic contracts (where applicable). Price activity is based on pit-traded contracts.

A good start for 
currency managers
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� Canada’s December unemployment rate remained
unchanged at 5.9 percent from the previous month, a 0.2-per-
cent drop from a year ago. Manufacturing and agriculture
declines were offset by construction and utilities gains, as
well as above-average performance in the services sector
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GLOBAL NEWS BRIEFS

� Germany’s November unemployment rate fell 0.2 
percent from the previous month to 7.9 percent, continuing
its steady decline since early 2006. Unemployment has fall-
en 2.5 percent since March of 2006, totaling 17 monthly
decreases.

� UK’s third-quarter GDP increased 6.2 percent year-over-
year and 1.2 percent from the previous quarter. The govern-
ment cited strong gains in the business and financial servic-
es sector. UK unemployment for the three-month period
ending in November fell 0.1 percent compared to the previ-
ous three months. More than 280,000 jobs were added in the
past year, causing a 0.2-percent drop in unemployment since
late 2006.

AMERICAS

The People’s Bank of China raised its one-year
lending rate to 7.47 percent in December. This
0.18 percent raise was the sixth of 2007, where
rate increases totaled 1.08 percent overall.

The Central Bank of the Philippines lowered its
overnight borrowing rate 0.25 percent to 5.25
percent in January, the fourth 0.25-percent
decrease in six months.

The Central Bank of Taiwan raised its discount
rate 0.125 percent to 3.375 in January. Taiwan’s
rates have steadily increased over the last several
years, adding 1.5 percent over the last three years.

The Central Bank of Chile raised its discount
rate 0.25 percent in January to 6.25 percent. This
is the fifth raise in a year, totaling 1.25 percent
since January 2007.

The Bank of Israel raised its short-term lending
rate 0.25 percent to 4.25 percent in January. This
raise returns the rate to its January 2007 level after
it fell to 3.5 percent in the middle of the year. 

The Central Bank of Turkey decreased its
overnight borrowing rate 0.25 percent in January
to 15.5 percent. This is the fifth decrease in a row
since Turkey raised rates 4.5 percent to 17.5 per-
cent in July 2006.

The National Bank of Ukraine raised its dis-
count rate 2.0 percent to 10 percent in January,
the first rate change in more than a year.

The National Bank of Romania raised its dis-
count rate 0.5 percent in January to 8.0 percent.
The raise follows four rate cuts since February
2007 when the rate also stood at 8.0 percent.

Interest RatesEUROPE
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� Australia’s December unemployment fell 0.2 percent
from the previous month to 4.3 percent. The rate has
dropped 0.3 percent in the past year despite a gain of equal
size from September to November.

� Hong Kong’s fourth-quarter employment hit a new
record high of 3.53 million while unemployment fell 0.2 per-
cent to 3.4 percent over the previous period. Unemployment
has fallen 1.0 percent from Q4 in 2006. Officials expect labor
demand to continue throughout the year, despite the
“impact of recent volatilities in the financial sector.” 

� Japan’s November unemployment rate fell to 3.8 percent
from 4.0 percent in October and remained steady from a year
ago. This highlights an increase of 130,000 jobs over the past
year. The 2007 unemployment rate average so far is 3.9 per-
cent, the lowest since 1997.

ASIA & AUSTRALIA



INTERNATIONAL MARKET SUMMARY

Current
price vs. 1-month 3-month 6-month 52-week 52-week Previous 

Rank* Country Currency U.S. dollar gain/loss gain/loss gain/loss high low rank

1 Japanese yen 0.009381 6.25% 7.06% 11.23% 0.00953 0.00805 1

2 Swiss franc 0.9151 3.84% 6.48% 10.53% 0.9226 0.7954 12

3 Singapore dollar 0.7032 1.78% 2.12% 6.58% 0.7039 0.6468 7

4 Chinese yuan 0.1391 1.46% 4.04% 4.98% 0.1391 0.1284 2

5 Australian dollar 0.881 0.59% -4.12% 3.36% 0.94 0.7672 16

6 Taiwanese dollar 0.03093 0.52% 0.32% 1.54% 0.03113 0.02983 6

7 Euro 1.4715 0.41% 2.19% 7.88% 1.4968 1.2899 10

8 Swedish krona 0.1563 0.13% -0.38% 5.39% 0.1608 0.14 17

9 Indian rupee 0.02539 0.12% 0.16% 2.88% 0.02549 0.2237 5

10 Russian ruble 0.0408 0.07% 0.89% 4.48% 0.04125 0.03763 8

11 Hong Kong dollar 0.1281 -0.08% -0.70% 0.23% 0.129 0.1264 3

12 New Zealand dollar 0.7714 -0.10% 0.63% 0.80% 0.8106 0.6642 4

13 British pound 1.9819 -0.71% -3.45% -2.12% 2.1161 1.918 9

14 Brazil real 0.5602 -1.41% -0.50% 7.19% 0.5785 0.453 15

15 Canadian dollar 0.9922 -2.74% -4.60% 5.54% 1.1038 0.842 13

16 Thai baht 0.03214 -4.40% 1.23% -4.85% 0.03396 0.02782 1

17 South African rand 0.1397 -4.45% -9.70% -1.41% 0.1555 0.1314 14

FOREX (vs. U.S. DOLLAR)

ACCOUNT BALANCE

Rank Country 2007 Ratio* 2006 2008+

1 Singapore 41.395 27 36.288 42.208
2 Switzerland 65.534 15.8 58.708 64.106
3 China 379.162 11.7 249.866 453.146
4 Hong Kong 22.796 11.2 20.586 20.456
5 Netherlands 55.891 7.4 8.6 6.7
6 Taiwan 25.402 6.8 24.661 28.365
7 Sweden 25.903 6 27.707 25.584
8 Russia 72.543 5.9 95.322 49.181
9 Germany 175.371 5.4 147.134 174.137
10 Japan 195.904 4.5 170.437 195.145
11 Canada 25.603 1.8 20.792 17.909
12 Brazil 10.253 0.8 13.276 4.299

Rank Country 2007 Ratio* 2006 2008+

13 Mexico -6.368 -0.7 -2.425 -10.588
14 France -39.363 -1.6 -27.712 -48.885
15 India -23.131 -2.1 -9.503 -32.301
16 UK -96.687 -3.5 -77.236 -105.144
17 Australia -50.816 -5.7 -41.49 -52.988
18 U.S. -784.341 -5.7 -811.483 -788.293
19 South Africa -18.495 -6.7 -16.608 -19.237
20 Spain -138.916 -9.8 -106.399 -154.849

Totals in billions of U.S. dollars

*Account balance in percent of GDP +Estimate
Source: International Monetary Fund, World Economic Outlook
Database, October 2007

As of Jan. 29   *based on one-month gain/loss
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NON-U.S. DOLLAR FOREX CROSS RATES

GLOBAL STOCK INDICES

GLOBAL BOND RATES
Rank Country Rate Jan. 29 1-month 3-month 6-month High Low Previous

1 U.S. 10-year T-note 116.17 3.46% 5.41% 8.44% 119.03 104.12 2
2 Germany BUND 116.09 2.63% 1.52% 2.83% 118.08 109.92 5
3 Japan Government Bond 137.44 0.50% 1.02% 3.23% 137.83 130.96 3
4 Australia 10-year bonds 93.935 0.33% 0.07% -0.11% 94.355 93.58 4
5 UK Short sterling 94.49 0.11% 0.61% 0.71% 94.68 93.27 1

Country Interest rate Rate Last change                 Aug. 07 Feb. 07
U.S. Fed funds rate 3 0.5 (Jan. 08) 5.25 5.25
Japan Overnight call rate 0.5 0.25 (Feb. 07) 0.5 0.25
Eurozone Refi rate 4 0.25 (June 07) 4 3.5
UK Repo rate 5.5 0.25 (Dec. 07) 5.75 5.25
Canada Overnight funding rate 4.25 0.25 (Dec. 07) 4.5 4.25
Switzerland 3-month Swiss Libor 2.75 0.25 (Sept. 07) 2.5 2
Australia Cash rate 6.75 0.25 (Nov.. 07) 6.5 6.25
New Zealand Cash rate 8.25 0.25 (July 07) 8.25 7.25
Brazil Selic rate 11.25 0.5 (Sept. 07) 11.5 13
Korea Overnight call rate 5 0.25 (Aug. 07) 5 4.5
Taiwan Discount rate 3.375 0.125 (Dec. 07) 3.125 2.75
India Reverse repo rate 6 0.5 (Dec. 07) 6.5 6
South Africa Repurchase rate 11 0.5 (Dec. 07) 10 9

GLOBAL SHORT-TERM INTEREST RATES

All data as of Jan. 29

1-month 3-month 6-month 52-week 52-week
Rank Country Index Jan. 29 gain/loss gain/loss gain/loss high low Previous

1 Mexico IPC 28,263.95 -4.84% -11.95% -6.52% 32,851.14 25,282.31 12
2 Canada S&P/TSX composite 13,046.43 -5.61% -9.57% -5.11% 14,646.82 12,011.68 6
3 Brazil Bovespa 59,530.00 -6.82% -8.48% 12.49% 66,529.00 41,117.00 8
4 U.S. S&P 500 1,362.30 -7.86% -11.60% -6.62% 1,576.09 1,270.05 4
5 UK FTSE 100 5,885.20 -9.14% -12.24% -5.31% 6,754.10 5,338.70 2
6 Switzerland Swiss Market 7,704.40 -9.19% -14.46% -11.50% 9,548.10 6,950.90 3
7 Australia All ordinaries 5,754.50 -10.42% -15.48% -6.08% 6,873.20 5,222.00 15
8 India BSE 30 18,091.94 -10.47% -9.44% 18.76% 21,206.77 12,316.10 13
9 South Africa FTSE/JSE All Share 26,532.01 -10.79% -15.16% -4.68% 31,728.18 24,005.35 14

10 Italy MIBTel 26,209.00 -10.86% -16.26% -15.84% 34,369.00 24,545.00 7
11 Hong Kong Hang Seng 24,291.80 -11.25% -23.10% 7.63% 31,958.41 18,659.23 10
12 Singapore Straits Times 3,049.90 -11.49% -20.16% -12.68% 3,906.16 2,931.63 11
13 Japan Nikkei 225 13,478.86 -11.95% -19.28% -22.01% 18,300.39 12,572.68 9
14 France CAC 40 4,941.45 -12.19% -15.33% -12.45% 6,168.15 4,505.14 5
15 Germany Xetra Dax 6,892.96 -14.56% -13.94% -7.50% 8,151.57 6,384.40 1

Currency 1-month 3-month 6-month 52-week 52-week
Rank pair Symbol Jan. 29 gain/loss gain/loss gain/loss high low Previous

1 Franc / Canada $ CHF/CAD 0.9227 6.76% 11.53% 4.67% 0.9751 0.8044 1
2 Franc / Pound CHF/GBP 0.4618 4.57% 10.29% 12.91% 0.472 0.4005 10
3 Aussie $ / Canada $ AUD/CAD 0.8883 3.42% 0.43% -2.13% 0.9493 0.8439 7
4 Franc / Euro CHF/EUR 0.6219 3.41% 4.17% 2.42% 0.6318 0.5942 11
5 Real / Canada $ BRL/CAD 0.5649 1.36% 4.24% 1.53% 0.5855 0.5213 6
6 Aussie $ / Pound AUD/GBP 0.4446 1.30% -0.74% 5.56% 0.4578 0.3932 19
7 Aussie $ / Euro AUD/EUR 0.5988 0.18% -6.25% -4.24% 0.646 0.5727 20
8 Real / Pound BRL/GBP 0.2827 -0.70% 3.02% 9.49% 0.2935 0.2391 17
9 Pound / Euro GBP/EUR 1.3471 -1.09% -5.59% -9.32% 1.521 1.3132 5

10 Real / Euro BRL/EUR 0.3808 -1.81% -2.68% -0.68% 0.3995 0.3563 16
11 Real / Aussie $ BRL/AUD 0.6362 -1.97% 3.73% 3.65% 0.6544 0.5883 3
12 Canada $ / Pound CAD/GBP 0.5007 -2.05% -1.20% 7.79% 0.5219 0.4291 13
13 Franc / Yen CHF/JPY 97.5765 -2.28% -0.59% -0.67% 101.852 92.152 9
14 Aussie $ / Franc AUD/CHF 0.9631 -3.11% -10.01% -6.53% 1.0755 0.9452 8
15 Canada $ / Euro CAD/EUR 0.6744 -3.13% -6.70% -2.22% 0.7476 0.639 14
16 Aussie $ / Yen AUD/JPY 93.939 -5.30% -10.48% -7.10% 107.831 85.975 18
17 Euro / Yen EUR/JPY 156.899 -5.49% -4.56% -3.01% 168.96 149.227 2
18 Pound / Yen GBP/JPY 211.328 -6.52% -9.86% -12.02% 251.095 204.601 4
19 Real / Yen BRL/JPY 59.7423 -7.19% -7.10% -3.66% 66.2821 54.3068 15
20 Canada $ / Yen CAD/JPY 105.802 -8.45% -10.94% -5.16% 124.527 98.32 1
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GLOBAL ECONOMIC CALENDAR MONTH

Legend

CPI: Consumer price index

ECB: European Central Bank

FOMC: Federal open market
committee

GDP: Gross domestic product

ISM: Institute for supply 
management 

PPI: Producer price index

GLOBAL ECONOMIC CALENDAR FEBRUARY/MARCH

February

1 U.S.: ISM; employment

Japan: Account balances

Australia: Index of commodity prices

2

3

4 Japan: Monetary base

5 Australia: Reserve bank meeting

6 Great Britain: Monetary policy 

committee meeting

Germany: Retail turnover

7 ECB: Governing council meeting

Great Britain: Monetary policy 

committee meeting

Australia: Official reserve assets

8 U.S.: Wholesale inventories

Germany: Production index, foreign 

trade

9

10

11 Australia: Statement on monetary 

policy

Hungary: Monetary council meeting

12 Great Britain: PPI

Sweden: Executive board monetary 

policy meeting

13 U.S.: Retail sales

Japan: Balance of payments; 

corporate goods price index

Great Britain: Employment; CPI

Germany: Bankruptcies

14 U.S.: Trade balance

Japan: Monetary policy meeting

15 Japan: Monetary survey; monetary 

policy meeting

Canada: Manufacturing survey

Mexico: Monetary policy 

announcement

16

17

18

19 Canada: CPI; wholesale trade

20 U.S.: CPI

Germany: PPI

Canada: Leading indicators

Poland: Monetary policy council meeting

21 U.S.: Leading indicators

ECB: Governing council meeting

Brazil: Domestic federal public debt and 

open market operations

22 Canada: Retail trade

23

24

25 Hungary: Monetary council meeting

Israel: Announcement of interest-rate 

changes

26 U.S.: PPI

Japan: Corporate service price index

Germany: National accounts

Canada: Employment

Poland: Monetary policy council meeting

Slovakia: Situation report on monetary 

development

27 U.S.: Durable goods

Great Britain: GDP

Brazil: Fiscal policy

Poland: Monetary policy council meeting

Thailand: Monetary policy committee 

meeting

28 U.S.: GDP

Germany: Unemployment

29 Germany: Orders received and 

manufacturing turnover; CPI

Australia: International reserves and 

foreign currency liquidity

Canada: Balance of international 

payments

March

1 Germany: Employment

2

3 U.S.: ISM

Japan: Account balances 

Canada: GDP

Australia: Index of commodity prices

4 Japan: Monetary base

Germany: Retail turnover

Canada: Interest-rate announcement

Australia: Reserve bank meeting

Brazil: Monetary policy committee 

meetings

5 Great Britain: Monetary policy 

committee meeting

Brazil: Monetary policy committee 

meetings

Economic  Release time 
release (U.S.) (ET)

GDP 8:30 a.m.
CPI 8:30 a.m.
ECI 8:30 a.m.
PPI 8:30 a.m.
ISM 8:30 a.m.
Unemployment 8:30 a.m.
Personal income 8:30 a.m.
Durable goods 8:30 a.m.
Retail sales 8:30 a.m.
Trade balance 8:30 a.m.
Leading indicators 10 a.m.

The information on this page is
subject to change. Currency
Trader is not responsible for
the accuracy of calendar dates
beyond press time.

FEBRUARY 2008
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NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES

� TradingEducation.com has launched Trader-
Quotes.com, part of the TraderWeb.com network of Web
sites offering education, chat, blogs, quotes, news, quizzes,
and more. TraderQuotes.com delivers free quotes, charts,
and data for stock, futures, and forex traders. Users can set
up portfolios, apply indicators, and access and analyze his-
torical performance data for a wide variety of financial
instruments. Traders can see the latest readings for pivot
points, retracement levels, moving averages, and a number
of other technical indicators. For more information, please
visit http://www.traderquotes.com.

� Calyon Financial (http://www.calyonfinancial.com)
and CQG (http://www.cqg.com) have partnered to provide
trading access to nine Asian futures exchanges. Customers
can use CQG’s platforms to trade futures on the Hong Kong
Exchange, Korea Exchange, Korea Stock Exchange, Osaka
Stock Exchange, Singapore Exchange, Taiwan Futures
Exchange, Tokyo Financial Exchange, TOCOM, and Tokyo
Stock Exchange. CQG’s Integrated Client offers advanced

trading tools, including exclusive TradeFlowTM charts and
studies, DOMTrader and Order Ticket trading interfaces,
and smart order functionality. 

� California-based forex, futures, equities, and options
broker MB Trading (http://www.mbtrading.com) has
upgraded its MBT Navigator Platform. The new version of
MBT Navigator 11.0 includes upgraded basket trading and
advanced order control features via the Market Depth
screen. Also included are advanced features such as the
new Managed Account Trading (MAT) tool, designed for
traders managing multiple accounts with one or multiple
strategies. The new Java-based charting platform has a
range of Fibonacci tools and Ichimoku charts as well as data
from more than 15 years ago to the latest tick chart.

Note: New Products and Services is a forum for industry businesses to
announce new products and upgrades. Listings are adapted from 
press releases and are not endorsements or recommendations from the
Active Trader Magazine Group. E-mail press releases to 
editorial@currencytradermag.com. Publication is not guaranteed.
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EVENTS 

Event: 24th Annual Risk Management Conference
Date: March 9-11
Location: Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort and Spa,
Bonita Springs, Fla. 
For more information: http://www.cboe.com/rmc

Event: Day Trading Seminar: Presented by Joe Ross
and Rogerio Kirschbaum
Date: March 23-24
Location: Sao Paulo, Brazil
For more information: E-mail 
info@tradingeducators.com.br

Event: 30th Annual Law & Compliance Division
Workshop
Date: May 7-9
Location: Renaissance Harborplace Hotel, Baltimore
For more information: Call (202) 466-5460

Event: The Options Intensive Two-day Seminars
Dates: May 22, Aug. 21, Oct. 23, Dec. 4
Location: CBOE Options Institute, Chicago
For more information: Call (877) THE-CBOE

Event: Traders Expo Los Angeles
Date: June 18-21
Location: Ontario Convention Center
For more information: http://www.tradersexpo.com

KEY CONCEPTS

Barrier option: A type of “exotic” option whose payout
depends on whether the underlying instrument’s price reach-
es a certain level. For example, a “knock-in” barrier option is
triggered into effect only after the underlying price hits a spec-
ified level. A “knock-out” barrier option is typically designed
to expire worthless if the underlying price hits a specific price
before expiration.

Carry trades involve buying (or lending) a currency
with a high interest rate and selling (or borrowing) a cur-
rency with a low interest rate. Traders looking to “earn
carry” will buy a high-yielding currency while simultane-
ously selling a low-yielding currency.

Purchasing power parity: The idea that an exchange rate
should reflect the level that results in the same price (in the two
currencies) for a product purchased in two countries. For
example, if a certain automobile costs 50,000 British pounds in
Great Britain, it should cost 25,000 U.S. dollars in the U.S. if the
current British pound/U.S. dollar rate (GBP/USD) is 2.0000.

Treasury Inflation Protected Securities (TIPs): T-
notes and T-bonds for which the coupon payments and
underlying principal are increased to compensate for the
effects of inflation (as measured by the consumer price
index).

http://www.traderquotes.com
http://www.calyonfinancial.com
http://www.cqg.com
http://www.mbtrading.com
http://www.cboe.com/rmc
http://www.tradersexpo.com
mailto:editorial@currencytradermag.com
mailto:info@tradingeducators.com.br


Play for FREE and win Real Money prizes! 
We offer special Real Money Tournaments that cost nothing to join yet they pay out cash prizes to 
the winners. Join one of these Zero Buy-In Tournaments ($0 Buy-In) to enjoy the thrill of real 
money poker. 

No Deposit Necessary. No Credit Card Required! 
To be eligible to participate, all you have to do is download the software and register to open a 
player account. That's it. You don't have to make a deposit or give us your credit card. There is no 
risk to you and the rewards can build up fast. 

Win $80 in just 8 tournaments! 
By rolling your cash winnings from a Zero Buy-In tournament to higher stakes tournaments, you 
can win as much as $80 in as few as 8 tournaments - all without ever having to make a deposit or 
put up an initial stake. Of course, there is no limit to how much you can win, but by rolling early 
winnings into higher tournaments you can turn nothing ($0) into something ($80) very fast. 

Click for details on Single-Table Tournament stakes and prize pools. 

Why just play for free when you can play for free and win real money? Try it today! Here's how... 

How to join a Giveaway Tournament 
To find a Zero Buy-In table, go to the game room lobby and: 

1. Click the Real Money button 

2. Click the Single-Table Tournaments button 

3. Click Buy-In once or twice to sort for $0+$0 tables 

4. Click on any Shasta table with seats available 

5. Click Go to Selected Table to open the game window and click on any available seat to join 
the tournament. 

Have Fun and Good Luck! 

http://www.everestpoker.com/downloads/S14X2X/Everest Poker.exe
http://www.everestpoker.com/S14X2X/
http://www.everestpoker.com/downloads/S14X2X/Everest%20Poker.exe
file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/Compaq_Propietario/Mis%20documentos/%20%20http://www.everestpoker.com/S14X2X/
http://www.everestpoker.com/downloads/S14X2X/Everest Poker.exe
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Click on these boxes to link directly 

to these advertiser’s web sites

http://www.metastock.com/ct67
http://www.tsunami-trade.com/software.html
http://www.mta.org
http://www.newstraderpro.com
http://clk.atdmt.com/FXM/go/crrnneng0100000231fxm/direct/01/ 
http://www.tradestation.com/9552/01.aspx


http://www.gfsforex.com
http://www.newyorktradersexpo.com
http://www.cmsfx.com
http://www.interbankfx.com
http://www.rsofhouston.com
http://www.esignal/offer/ct



